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Sustained Ephemerality
Introduction
For this rationale that accompanies my practice, I will discuss my interdisciplinary fashion show which
I produced on August 2nd 2018. The event was held at Southampton Solent University, open to the
public and free of charge. The show used a mix of fashion film, live music and dance with the aim of
raising awareness of sustainable fashion.
I have used Positionality, a term coined by Ian Cooke to discuss how visiting the V&A exhibition
Fashioned from Nature strongly influenced me. I will also draw attention to the ways in which some
museums exclude certain demographics and how this might be avoided.
I will draw upon the work of iconic fashion designer Vivienne Westwood who, while an advocate for
environmentalism, sometimes uses materials which are not always sustainable. I will also look at
People Tree and Katie Jones who have used sustainable processes in their collections. I will explain
why I used a large proportion of ‘peace silk’ and organic fabric in my collection.
I will show how I drew inspiration from Alexander McQueen who used to great effect, a fashion film
created for him by Nick Knight for Plato’s Atlantis (2010). I also used live streaming during the show. I
will discuss how Victor and Rolf’s collection Long Live the Immaterial inspired my fashion film.
I will draw upon semiotics in relation to fashion and performance by discussing the colours used for
the collection and specialist lighting effects. Dance and live music also played a major part in the event
which I will analyse.
Finally, I will discuss how as an over-consuming society there is a growing need to use sustainable
materials and systems to decrease the negative effect on our planet by current practices. I will explain
why ‘slow fashion’ is an attractive and viable option with its rightful place in the world of fast fashion.
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Fashioned from Nature
Sustained Ephemerality was an interdisciplinary fashion show I created combining fashion, fashion
film, live music and dance to challenge some of the conventions of today’s fashion industry. It consisted
of 14 garments I created from several sustainable fabrics. The name Sustained Ephemerality was
conjured up as it suggested non-lasting and sustained, the opposite. These seeming contradictions I
think work well with the butterfly/moth theme. Admittedly, I have taken artistic licence to create
emphasis and colour.
The time constraints of the MA course meant that the show planning had to be condensed into three
months. This involved the management of 17 collaborators, including cast and crew, while working as
both director and fashion designer.
I aimed to use mainly sustainable fabrics in light of the growing consumption of disposable clothes.
Kirsi Niinimäki, and Ilpo Koskinen (2015, p.166) argue ‘Current industrial production and consumption
of textiles and clothing function by and large on an unsustainable basis, and textile waste is increasingly
going to landfill. [...] Hence we need more knowledge about possibilities to extend lifetimes to promote
sustainable development.’ Thus, the current fashion industry is a leading contributor to environmental
damage and requires an urgent need to change.
As an aspiring fashion designer my positionality is integral in discussing the exhibition Fashioned from
Nature at the V&A. Cooke et al (2006, p.22) states ‘Why not be more reflexive. […] Your position in all
of this.’ Fashioned from Nature showed the progress made by many contemporary designers to design
with sustainability in mind. Edwina Erhman, the curator of the exhibition (2018, p.151) states ‘Fashion
is, in fact, a significant contributor to climate change because fashion is indeed made from nature, it’s
current industrial practices gobble up staggering quantities of water, chemicals and fossil fuels,
degrading the land and the diversity of nature’s species while belching out 1.9 billion tonnes of waste
per year. […] If we continue on our current path, demand for water by 2030 will outweigh supply.’ Her
apocalyptic vision demonstrates the urgent need for change in the fashion industry. I saw this as an
opportunity to create a collection that is both ethically transparent and of known origin. Erhman
(Ethical Hedonist Magazine, 2018) points out that ‘The only way sustainability is going to win through
is if those sustainable garments have high fashion values.’ I was inspired by Erhman’s vision to create
a collection promoting luxury, long lasting fashion otherwise known as ‘slow fashion’.
The Fashioned from Nature exhibition included for comparison’s sake some garments made yesteryear
and other equally unsustainable contemporary garments made from materials like viscose. However,
the intended purpose of the exhibition was to raise the debate and to encourage contemporary
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designers to explore innovative and sustainable fabrics such as fruit fibre and mycelium. This was
achieved by exhibiting contemporary high fashion items. For example, Salvatore Ferramago’s dress
incorporated orange and silk fibre.
However, bringing about a change in attitudes may have unintended consequences. For example, Zac
Posen in drawing on nature created a dress influenced by underwater creatures which showed how
precious sea life is. His dress however, was made from standard silk, cellulose acetate and polyester
which have unfortunate environmental consequences. Kate Fletcher (2008, p.12) argues against using
polyester ’The agents used in the manufacture of polyester are petrochemicals, and arguably its chief
impacts stem from the political, social and pollution effects of the petrochemical industry.’

Fig 1.

Fig 2.

One way of dealing with these problems is to use materials which are recyclable. Because there is an
abundance of such material it is a ready resource to exploit. In the exhibition a dress by Calvin Klein
and worn by actress Emma Watson, to the Met Gala was constructed from recycled plastic bottles.
Another piece in the V&A exhibition, by designer and PhD student Naomi Baily-Coo was a peace silk
organza dress adorned with rubber and glass feathers. Having myself interviewed Baily-Coo (2018) she
told me ‘I have used ahimsa silk (peace silk) since discovering that traditionally silkworms are killed to
produce silk. Ahimsa silk is an alternative type of silk production process, where the silk moth is able
to break out and emerge from its silk cocoon rather than being killed at pupal stage.’
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Fig 3.

Fig 4.

I was introduced to peace silk by ethical journalist and former Times Magazine feature writer, Alison
Jane Reid. I worked with Indian company Cocccon (sic) who provide jobs in rural areas and recycle
water during print production. I discovered this company through extensive online searching. UK
companies that I contacted were either unable or unwilling to provide peace silk and digital printing.
Cocccon’s owner Chandra Prakash (Cocccon, 2018) states ‘[…] The organic silk is made by
disadvantaged people from the rural poor in Jharkhand, eastern India, and is GOTS (Global Organic
Textile Standard) certified.’ This method persuaded me of the positives in using peace silk over
traditional silk cultivation.
.
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Museums and Venue
As a creative director and fashion designer I am concerned with inclusivity in museums and venues
where fashion is displayed. Having attended other museum exhibitions I use my positionality to argue
that such places can unintendedly exclude certain demographics. Some people may be inhibited from
attending owing to class or race and other reasons, so there is a need to be more inclusive. Tony
Bennett (1995, p.104) argues ‘Studies of museum visitors thus make it abundantly clear not only that
museum attendance varies directly with such variables as class, income, occupation and, most
noticeably, education, but also that the barriers to participation, as perceived by non-attenders, are
largely cultural.’ This exclusion could also be due to a building’s own dominance and layout, for
example. The institutional atmosphere to the building might also impose a sense of intimidation to
those who do not visit museums regularly.
While museums are attempting to be more socially inclusive, there is resistance to change. Richard
Sandell a professor of Museum Studies is calling for radical changes in the sense that the current model
is no longer fit for purpose. As Sandell later states (Sandell cited in Coleman 2016, p.44) ‘Those
museums which clearly articulate their purpose in relation to society and which purposefully seek to
position themselves as organisations with a part to play in multi-agency solutions for tackling social
exclusion are nevertheless still rare.’ While attempts are being made for greater social inclusivity as
Sandell suggests changes are only coming slowly.
As creative director and fashion designer, I was in a privileged position working with talented people
who gave me their time for free. There was no charge for the venue nor the tickets. Within certain
limits I was able to do what I wanted. I encouraged inclusivity by using pop music which appeals across
the board. Some of the songs performed live by Lauren Bannon are covers of intergenerational pieces
and popular culture (for example Phil Collins and the band Shakespeare’s Sister). Marketing was mostly
through social media and distribution of flyers. Tickets were available through Eventbrite and a press
release was placed on the theatre seats (see appendix image 10a) which explained my aims behind
the production.
It was a novel experience having control designing and creating the garments, with advice from my
tutors. Nowadays designers have many options for promoting their work, especially social media.
Sturkin and Cartwright (2009, p.68) are of the view that ’The critique of institutional power in relation
to display has thus been paralleled by the changes talking place in cultural production and
technological access.’ This suggests that that museums will be in competition with other formats which
can only be a positive thing, as it encourages inclusivity.
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Sustainable fashion
I researched Vivienne Westwood’s collections as she is renowned as an advocate for
environmentalism. Jean Clarke and Robin Holt (2018, p.7) state ‘More recently Westwood has become
somewhat infamous for her growing insistence that we ought to consume less, and her campaigning
work for environmental groups and the Occupy movement, despite being embroiled (as all fashion
houses are) in the endless turnover of product.’ This highlights the contradiction –the consumerism
on which her empire has been built while encouraging people to change their buying habits. So, while
Westwood supports global warming activism, her collections do not always reflect buying less or
conforming to sustainable processes. A large volume of garments listed on her website are made from
man-made fibers which can be considered environmentally problematic.

Fig 5.

I researched brands such as People Tree who practice what they preach by using organic fibers who
operate within fair trade disciplines. Erhman (2018, p. 160) explains ‘In Japan, Safia Minney (b.1964),
through her company People Tree, was pioneering the first model for fair-trade fashion, with an
integrated supply chain from, farm to product. People Tree was launched in Japan with the intent of
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championing ongoing equality and dignity for all involved in fashion’s making.’ I agree with these
revolutionary practices which should be inspirational to all similar industries.
I looked at the upcycling of materials inspired by knitwear designer Katie Jones (Katie Jones Knit, 2018)
who uses offcuts and recycled yarn in her garments. The phenomenon of repair however and upcycling does not necessarily appeal to everyone in the face of high volume fast fashion. Fletcher states
(2008, p.101) ‘The financial incentive to repair has largely disappeared mainly because the price of
new garments and textiles have fallen dramatically relative to the cost of labour.’
For my fashion show, I designed and made a collection of seven ‘looks’ (14 garments) including a ‘show
stopper’ piece consisting of a sunset moth, an inspiration for the collection. Another influence was the
cocoon process of butterflies and moths. I used a mixture of wearable garments and more edgy,
couture inspired garments of the catwalk.

Fig 6.
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I paired peace silk with materials such as linen upcycled from old curtains, and new organic cotton
which is environmentally friendly. Hustvdt (citied by Rodrigues and Martins, 2016) states ‘Organic
clothing differs from conventional clothing in that it is produced via methods that are free of the
pesticides, herbicides and chemical fertilizers that can be so harmful to the environment.’ In addition,
I used a variety of weaves such as peace silk organza, peace silk twill and peace silk dupion. The silk
organza had a gossamer quality while one of the raw silk fabrics for a jacket was chosen owing to its
structure, similar to a cocoon (see fig 6). This quality was enhanced through adding interfacing and
padding to the jacket.

Fig 7.
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One my jackets (fig 7) had a lining hand-dyed by myself using turmeric, a naturally occurring spice
which has good colour retention. The work of Fletcher (2008 p.54) shows that ‘Natural dyes, made
from plants, animals and shells provide important alternatives to petrochemical-based dyes and, if
harvesting is carefully managed, offer environmental and social benefits including a low carbon
footprint and valuable employment for rural communities.’
I used up-cycled garments, usually bought from charity shops, in several creative ways. This
demonstrated that old items can be reinvented instead of thrown away. For example, I unpicked old
jackets and reused shoulder pads in a new jacket. Upcycled linen curtains were turned into another
jacket. A dress lining became the facing for a panelled skirt. Of the garments I designed my favourite
is one with forest and sky geometric pattern (fig 8.) which I covered with laser cut butterflies taken
from charity shop silk blouse and my digital prints from my time as a BA student. Thus, discarded
fabrics found a new lease of life at reduced cost. During the toiling stage I mixed calico and old bed
sheets. This was an important part of the process allowing appropriate fit for model before
constructing final garments.
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Fig 8.

Fashion film
I researched designers who have introduced fashion film into the runway experience such as Nick
Knight’s iconic collaboration with Alexander McQueen for Plato’s Atlantis, Spring/Summer 2010. The
use of such films can build a narrative around a collection and Knight successfully mirrored the
narrative of McQueen’s work by hinting at a ‘[...] future ecological meltdown of the world’ (Robert
Leach, 2014 p.106).
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I directed my own fashion film, in collaboration with cameraman Mike Osborne, to accompany the
collection designing prints from the butterfly footage resulting in hybridity of two mediums. This
reinforced the idea of nature continuously evolving and like fashion ephemeral.

Fig 9.
I researched Victor and Rolf’s Long Live the Immaterial, 2003 collection involving blue/green screen
technology whereby landscapes were projected onto blue garments. I first researched blue screen
technology on my undergraduate degree. My last Master’s project also used blue screen technology.
I further developed this technique to project butterfly footage onto a blue kimono, alternating with a
green background. The film was produced through a mixture of university studios, outdoor locations
and editing with Adobe Premiere software.
I worked with Siobhan McGovern, a dancer choreographing dance to fit the theme of nature. The song,
(‘Eden’) accompanying the film was performed live. Rushes from the original butterfly footage were
projected onto the stage during the finale, ‘Lean On’. My fashion film has been submitted to the Nick
Knight SHOWstudios (sic) awards.
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Fig 10.

Live streaming of across various social media platforms is a tactic many fashion designers use. Leach
(2014, p.106) states that McQueen’s Plato’s Atlantis was ‘[…] live streamed over the internet and huge
robotic cameras stalked the catwalk while a film by Nick Knight of a naked Raquel Zimmerman, […]
played on the big screen.’ This indicates how contemporary culture is evolving. I live streamed my
fashion show from my mobile via the platform Instagram. This shared content with a much wider
audience adding to its inclusivity. Henry Jenkins (2006, p.3) argues ‘In the world of media convergence,
every important story gets told, every brand gets sold, and every consumer gets courted across
multiple media platforms.’
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Fig 11.

Semiotics
The fashion show presented several opportunities for semiotic interpretation. Through the
combination of using vibrant colours, stage lighting and prints of butterflies, the objective was to
connote the life cycle of cocoons, moths and butterflies in a woodland setting. Roland Barthe’s use of
connotative and denotive terms is further explained by Maria Sturkin and Lisa Cartwright (2009, p.20)
who state ‘An image can denote certain apparent truths, providing documentary evidence of objective
circumstances. The denotative meaning of the image refers to its literal, explicit meaning. The same
photograph may connote less explicit, culturally specific associations and meanings.’ While I purposely
intended the audience to view the garments with nature I nevertheless the fact acknowledge the fact
the audience may make their own interpretations which obviously leaves open the possibility of
conflict with my own aims.
The models had both the characteristics of humans and butterflies. The use of backcombed hair and
vibrant makeup using iridescent and bold colours to connote bug-like appearance reminiscent of
butterflies, helped achieve the right effect.
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I acknowledge that fashion and business are inextricably linked, and advertising plays an important
and manipulative role. Nevertheless, the designer has an obvious opportunity to influence, for
example, in my case to encourage sustainability. This is somewhat of a challenge as Malcolm Barnard
(2001, p.46) states ‘The negative view dismisses fashion as inferior, as trivial, as creating false or
misguided desires […] as being cosmetic and synthetic.’ This may be so, as fashion companies sell a
lifestyle or idea that is false. None the less we are complicit. Fashion is inherently seductive. As the
producer of the show I have cast myself in the role of an activist attempting to influence the attraction
of sustainability. Advertising through a fashion show has its place and there is no reason why it cannot
promote good fashion and an ethical cause.

Dance
My intention from the outset was to create an interdisciplinary fashion show using models, dancers
and live music. The result is one which is a fusion of fashion, theatre and performance art. Examples
of the works I aspire to are those of Hussein Chalayan and Martin Margiela. Caroline Evans (2003, p.80)
states ‘Like Chalayan’s in London, the shows of Martin Margiela in Paris resembled fine art installations
and performances and eschewed the conventional glitz of the catwalk. This follows a growing trend
for fashion shows becoming experimental and edgy. A good example is Alexander McQueen’s
flamboyant productions. I would suggest my own show shares similarities but is unique in its use of
varied dance.

Fig 12.
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To reinforce the ethical narrative of the performance I chose to work with Ann Abe, a local dance
teacher. Together we choreographed the dances which would depict the transition from cocoon to
moth/butterfly. The dance turned out to be an ideal vehicle for showcasing the collection as it
propelled the fabric to move in interesting ways. This especially worked when dancing in the peace silk
garments. Implicitly this will have conveyed the wonderous process of cocoon to butterfly in a way
that words cannot describe.
I directed six dancers combining dance and modelling in the performance. I drew upon the skill sets of
each dancer to produce a fusion of ballet and contemporary dance to complement the garments. I
held weekly rehearsals on the Isle of Wight and conducted photoshoots of our dance rehearsals with
both professional photographer Graham Reading and Masters’ student Juanarie Strydom.

Live music
I discovered Lauren Bannon when visiting Antics, a student led music concert at Southampton Solent.
Lauren Bannon also appeared on ITV’s The Voice reaching the semi-finals. She agreed, free of charge
to collaborate with me. This involved liaising with her and holding rehearsals in Southampton Solent
University. The collaboration meant that photographs of the show could be uploaded both my own
and Lauren’s Instagram account and this invariably has led to an increase of followers. A picture of her
wearing a peace silk kimono-style stole I designed, has received over 700 ‘likes’. Although she wore
this garment in the performance, owing to time constraints I was unable to design her a dress for the
show. She has asked me to design a garment for a future show of hers which I have accepted.
The songs were chosen by Lauren Bannon and myself. The music had an ethereal feel which I believe
fitted the dynamics of the collection. I used a combination of covers and original songs which consisted
of: Eden, In the Air Tonight, Stay, Raised by Wolves, Believer and Lean On. Many of these songs will
have resonated with audience members. For example: In the Air which was used in a well-known
Cadburys advertisement in 2007.
The first track ‘Eden’ is threatening and raw and I interpret this as a warning from mother nature about
our greed. The lyrics in ‘In the Air Tonight’ connoted the idea of butterflies/moths emerging from their
cocoons. Similarly, the lyrics in ‘Stay’ suggested a metaphor of the emerging insect. The song ‘Raised
by Humans’ was chosen due to its edgy feel to connote blood and danger. The cover ‘Believer’ was
chosen to accompany the dramatic phase of the sunset moth (model) taking its first flight. The dress
had wings which were symbolic of freedom.
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Finally, the cover song ‘Lean On’ was used for the finale as it evoked a sense of peace and
accomplishment. The butterflies/moths were able to break free from their cocoons unharmed,
mirroring the journey of peace silk.

Critical evaluation
One of the problems I encountered was how unprepared I was for the time needed to put on an
interdisciplinary fashion show. The main elements were design, production, planning and
choreography involving decisions, amendments, revaluation and communication. It was not plain
sailing. For example, coordinating rehearsal space and getting dancers and crew involved over the
summer period.
Despite difficulties encountered I feel that ultimately the show met my expectations. Feedback from
the audience has been positive. However, one audience member mentioned that she would have
preferred to have seen more of the garments and the singer was a distraction. Other commentators
enjoyed the mix of music and dance. In hindsight I would do several things differently. Originally, I had
wanted a band to accompany Lauren, but this was dropped on grounds of cost. I would also have liked
to have used several more dancers/models which would have avoided the interruptions for garment
change. I think the sunset moth wing could be larger to create a larger Angel Gabriel silhouette,
experimenting with pleats.
The use of peace silk allowed me to create a narrative around its ethical production. However, a
compromise was needed to mix a couple of pieces with elastane. This enabled greater dance
movement. Unfortunately, elastane (a manmade fabric) is not environmentally friendly when used on
its own but when mixed with peace silk fibre its environmental harm is reduced.
Purchasing fabric from India created its own carbon footprint. Unfortunately, printing errors on some
fabric needed replacement which further added to the footprint. This created delays which added
significantly to the stress of meeting deadlines. Had this happened in an industry situation such delay
could prove catastrophic.
With the need to reduce the carbon footprint, I would like to develop a collection that uses more
environmentally friendly textiles created from fruit fibre and mycelium. Designs of future collections
could be researched and developed from this which might minimise the need to outsource fabric
abroad. As to the future, using an outdoor venue for my show such as a park or street square could
enhance inclusivity further.
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Fast vs Slow Fashion
Our consumer culture creates endless pressure to buy which in turn leads to waste, the burning of
fossil fuels and landfill, causing an increase in CO2 levels. Gabriel & Lang (citied by Clarke and Holt,
2018) argue ‘The idea that consuming more equates to a better existence has been sustained by
adages such as ‘buying-as-therapy’ and ‘shop till you drop’ and by the rapid circulation of products and
styles.’ This is reinforced by the endless choice in production through our fast fashion culture with its
obsession with trends. Kirsi Niinimäki (citied by Rodrigues and Martins, 2016) argue ‘The ever-changing
nature of fashion means it inevitably conflicts with the notion of sustainable consumption, because
change results in a constant cycle of replacement and obsolescence.’ This demonstrates the conflict
between the established fashion industry and enlightened producers of ethical clothing. Until recently
there was no great concern about the inevitable wastage of nonstop production, fed by an increase in
disposable income.
Consumers often get a feel-good buzz from buying inexpensive garments in the knowledge that they
can be discarded of after very little wear. Peer pressure and social media often play a part. Pamela
Nell, a psychologist (Slowing Down Fashion, 2016) mentions ‘Society now is very much about the
instant gratification […] Retail therapy makes us feel better. It’s an instant hit like a drug and it will
work for a little while and then it will stop and then we have to go and buy something again to get that
same fix’.
By contrast, my collection was intended to suggest and persuade that we should adopt a slow fashion
approach. To the individual this will come at greater initial cost, especially as quality clothing does not
come cheap. However, longer lasting clothes are a good investment. The challenge is to persuade the
fashion-conscious consumer of the wisdom of this. Jung and Jin (citied by Rodrigues and Martins 2018,
p.17) state ‘Slow fashion refers to a socially conscious movement that shifts consumers' mindsets from
quantity to quality, thereby reducing production and purchase frequency.’ While 100 percent
sustainability is unrealistic, it behoves us all to be more responsible in our buying habits.
In conclusion, my show aimed to demonstrate that high fashion can be sustainable, without adverse
cost to our planet. The way forward is to tackle over-consumption and design with quality in mind.
Niinimäki and Koskinen (2011, p 166) argue ‘To reach a more sustainable future path it is not enough
merely to redesign existing products and make eco-efficiency improvements in products or
manufacturing processes. […] Hence Manzini states that designers should concentrate on designing
longer product lifespans, and at the same time consumers need to build a deeper relationship with the
product in order to form a deeper attachment and care for the product.’ There is more than one way
to go forward. I leave the last word to Sir David Attenborough (citied by Reid, 2018) who suggested
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that we the smartest mammal on the planet. If that is so, can we not all of us innovate our way out of
trouble?

Highlights from Sustained Ephemerality:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yfmpe20pif4&feature=youtu.be

[4395 words]
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Appendix 1: Fabric costs for project

124/2/4 Road No. 11 Adityapur 1, Sareikela-Kharsawa,
Jharkhand, India-831013
Invoice No. CCL-2018-20

Date: 28.05.2018

To: Marina Ignarski , Northcourt Farm, Main Road, Shorwell, Isle of Wight , PO30 3JG
S.No.

Item/ Job Work

1
2
3

TBY30
Plain
STCR60 Plain
DPN90
Plain
TWL80 Digital
( SunsetMoth-Front.pdf )
TWL80 Digital
( SunsetMoth-Back.pdf )
TWL80 Digital
(Forestprint.pdf )
DPN90 Digital
(Atlas-Moth.pdf)
ORG21 Digital
(Nature.pdf )

4
5
6
7
8

Courier

Total

Rate
euro
13
19
22

Quantity
5
4
6

Total
euro
65
76
132

37

4

148

37

4

148

37

3

111

37

3

111

25

6

150

100

Euro 1041
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Kindly deposit amount of euro 1041 immediately in the following account.
Paypal: marcpracash@gmail.com
Cocccon loom & craft pvt. Ltd Chandra Prakash Jha

Total costs for project undertaken at
university

Project
description

Cost

Quantity

Total

Leggings
450m Thread
5000yd Overlocking
thread
Interfacing
Fabric from Cocccon
Wild silk from
Silkroute
Organic cotton
Model travel
Shoes
Cameraman travel
for student from
London to
Southampton
Total

£32.00
£5.99
£2.09

2
3
3

£68.00
£17.97
£6.27

£1.99
(see table above)
£23.95

8
35
3

£15.92
£927.93
£75.85

£8.75
£10.84
£25.99
£29.99

2
12
2
1

£71.85
£130
£51.98
£29.99

71

£1,395.76

1a Total costs for university project
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Total costs for project in a professional environment

Professional Costs

Cost

Quantity

Total

Leggings
450m Thread (Fabric Land)
5000yd Overlocking Thread (FL)
Interfacing
Fabric Costs (see other table)

£34.00
£5.99
£2.09
£1.99
£640.00

2
3
3
4
1

Model Rates (1/2 day)
Model Travel (Train day return)
Models Food / Drink

£150.00
£35.60
£10.00

6
6
1

Photographer
Filmer/Cameraman

£150.00
£280.00

2
1

Theatre Hire
Lighting / Sound Technician
Equipment hire

£270.00
£30.00
£20.00

1
5
5

£68.00
£17.97
£6.27
£7.96
£640.00
£0.00
£900.00
£213.60
£10.00
£0.00
£300.00
£280.00
£0.00
£270.00
£150.00
£100.00
£0.00

Total Professional Costs

£2,963.80

1b Costs if undertaken in industry
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Appendix 2: Photography from Sustained Ephemerality

2a Eden (Fashion film), Photography taken by Mike Osborne
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2b Eden (Fashion film), Photography taken by Mike Osborne
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2c In the Air, Photography taken by Mike Osborne
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2d In the Air, Photography taken by Mike Osborne
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2e Stay, Photography taken by Mike Osborne
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2f Stay, Photo taken by Mike Osborne
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2g Raised by Humans, Photography taken by Mike Osborne

40

2h Raised by wolves, Photography by Mike Osborne

41

2i Believer, Photography taken by Juanrie Strydom

42

2j Believer, Photography taken by Juanrie Strydom
43

2k Lean on, Photography taken by Mike Osborne

44

2l Speech, Photo taken by Mike Osborne

45

2m Peace silk gown with upcycled skirt, Juanrie Strydom

46

2n Organic twist dress, Lean on, Juanrie Strydom

47

2o Organic cotton twist dress, Juanrie Strydom

48

2p Sunset peace silk wings and dress, Photo by Juanrie Strydom

49

2q Peace silk shawl outfit, Photo by Juanrie Strydom

50

2r Peace silk outfit, Photo by Juanrie Strydom

51

2s Linen jacket (right), by Juanrie Strydom
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Appendix 3: Studio pictures
Photos Taken by Juanrie Strydom. Makeup by Xenia Stankovska

3a Up-cycled curtains made into Linen jacket and peace silk elastane mix leggings

53

3b Organic cotton stretch dress. 3 a) Upcycled dress using laser cut butterflies from old prints and peace silk.
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3c Peace silk and upcycled laser cut butterflies.
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3d Up-cycled curtains made into Linen jacket and peace silk elastane mix leggings

56

3e Peace silk and upcycled laser cut butterflies.
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3f Organic cotton stretch dress. 3 a) Upcycled dress using laser cut butterflies from old prints and peace silk.

58

3g Up-cycled dress with background edited by myself

59

3h Linen jacket with background edited by myself
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3i Organic cotton dress with background I edited
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3j Experimenting with imagery special effects
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3k Press shot with collection. Photograph by Graham Reading
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Appendix 3: Interview with Naomi Bailey-Coo
Marina Ignarski: Thank you for your participation.
Here are the questions in regard to the dialogue around sustainability.

MI: What research did you do to create the spun glass and wild rubber fibre used in the dress displayed
in Fashioned by Nature at the V & A?
Naomi Bailey-Coo: The embellishments on the dress in the ‘Fashioned from Nature’ exhibition are part
of research I am developing on my PhD. That research is about designing embellishment based
alternatives to fur and exotic animal materials such as feathers and reptile skins. I am researching what
motivates people to use or wear fur and exotic animal materials as decoration and applying those
findings as a design brief to create embellishments using materials that do not cause harm to animals.
This has so far resulted in a range of outcomes, and this particular embellishment explored ethereal
qualities.
MI: Why did you decide to use spun glass and rubber as an alternative use of embellishment?
NBC: I was inspired to use spun glass after learning about it through the Victoria & Albert Museum and
Museum of London archives. Both contain spun glass hair pieces from the early 20th Century which were
positioned as an alternative to feather adornment. I sourced spun glass being produced now - which is
mainly used for industrial applications to reinforce other materials - and trialed it in textile samples. I
found it difficult to secure the glass to a base fabric, so I started threading it through rubber bands which
grab the glass and hold it in place. To scale up these initial embellishment samples I sourced wild rubber
instead and cut it into strips which the glass is threaded through.
MI: Can you tell me more about your reasons for using ahimsa (peace silk)?
NBC: I have used ahimsa silk since discovering that traditionally silkworms are killed to produce silk.
Ahimsa silk is an alternative type of silk production process, where the silk moth is able to break out and
emerge from its silk cocoon rather than being killed at pupal stage. This broken cocoon results in shorter
fibres which are harder to work with, so I have sourced many different types of ahimsa silk to find one
that is still visually appealing and has the right feel. The particular one I have used here is a translucent
organza sourced from a cooperative, which has a really unique quality and drape.
MI: In your view is Ahimsa silk a viable option for designers to use?
NBC: There is a lot of debate about the certification for ahimsa silk, and what happens to the silk moth
once it emerges from its cocoon. I think designers have to make their own individual choices about what
they source and whether it fits their ethics. I love the feel and drape of silk so I am always on the lookout
for materials which have similar qualities but do not cause harm, and that process for me is continually
ongoing. Ahimsa silk is mostly produced in India by small initiatives, it has not really been scaled-up and
mass produced like regular silk, so that can also mean it’s an unreliable fabric for larger fashion brands
to source. However, I think that there is something more appealing about small production runs, limited
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stock and a greater variety of fabrics being sourced.
MI: As a designer and researcher creating a fashion collection around Peace silk, are there any positives
or negatives to consider with this material?
NBC: am not yet creating a fashion collection around peace silk. My focus at the moment is really
embellishment, and I have mostly used peace silk (or ahimsa silk) as a base fabric. Peace silk is usually a
heavier-weight silk so it certainly has specific uses. It can be more expensive than regular silk and you
may also struggle to find much choice outside online suppliers, so you have to plan for that and get
samples sent first.
MI: Are you aiming to create more collections that do not harm animals in their use in the future? Can
you tell me a bit more about this?
NBC: Definitely, that is certainly something that drives me forward. Sustainability has been very topical
in fashion for a long time, and this should include animal ethics. I think people are becoming more
aware of what their clothes are made from and that animal materials are usually not a bi-product of the
meat industry but specifically selected, reared and farmed for their skin or fur. Veganism is hugely on
the rise and wellbeing is becoming a more mainstream concept, so I think people are starting to look for
both vegan and environmentally-conscious clothing options.
MI: What are your views on man-made fibres such as nylon and polyester in terms of their
environmental effect?
NBC: I think that is a really interesting subject at the moment. Personally, I avoid using and wearing
synthetic materials – firstly because I don’t like the quality, but also because I know that it is likely not
made from a recycled material and that it likely won’t be recycled at the end-of-life. People are really
turned-off to synthetic materials at the moment, especially after watching the recent Planet Earth series
and seeing just how much of it ends up polluting our oceans. However, I heard recently that there is
enough polyester on the planet that if recycled, will satisfy all our future needs. So I think that if we use
it in a very contained cradle-to-cradle system limited to specific applications, then at least we are not
putting strain on the earth by sourcing virgin materials.
MI: Do you think the use of spun glass in garments will be incorporated into fashion on a wider scale?
NBC: I would like to work with a manufacturer or textile engineer to develop the glass further, as the
prototype I created for the ‘Fashioned from Nature’ exhibition used glass not originally designed to be
used in textiles. I’m not sure that it will ever become something that is mass-produced for clothing, but
I’m also not sure that I would want it to as I am more of a believer in using a wide variety of materials
rather than relying on a few which can cause strain to the planet.
MI: Man-made fibres are a common fabric and animal skins and fur continues to be used in Fashion. Do
you think the exhibition; Fashioned from Nature will have an impact on the fashion industry like the
Alexander McQueen exhibition, Savage Beauty?
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NBC: I hope that it will have a lasting impression in the fashion industry. The exhibition is positioned as
opening up a discussion, offering a range of options, and I think that is a much more positive way to
approach the subject of fashion and nature. Hopefully brands will be inspired to adopt new approaches
that fit with their individual values.
MI: What do you hope to achieve as a designer of the 21st century?
NBC: I would like to continue developing new forms of embellishment and fabric manipulation, finding
alternatives to animal materials which are visually and haptically engaging. I hope to inspire others to
not harm animals, and to dedicate their work to something that they really care about.
MI: Is the spun glass recycled or pure glass that you used?

NBC: The glass is made from a continuous filament process, because of this it is zero waste and
anything not used on site can be melted down and recycled back into the same system. So the
glass is likely a mix of recycled and non-recycled if that makes sense.
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Appendix 4: Rehearsal schedule
In order of appearance:
1. ‘Eden’ (fashion film featuring Siobhan)
2. In the Air: Kate and Rhiannon
3. Stay: Kate, Rhiannon, Becci and Elizabeth
4. Raised by humans: Shayni and Becci
5. Believer: Siobhan
6. Lean on (finale): All cast

Thursday 12th July 2pm-30.30pm

Rhiannon, Shayni, Kate, Becci and anyone else who
can make this date.

Ann Abe’s house
‘In the air’ dance-Kate and Rhiannon

Ann Abe’s house (Dance Vibez)
20 Beachfield Rd
Sandown
Isle of Wight
PO36 8LT

Raised by humans’- butterfly emergence dance:
Shayni and Kate

Choreograph dance with those available*

Friday 13th July 7pm-8.30/9pm

All dance cast

Ann Abe’s house

Siobhan McGovern, Kate Marie Wilkinson, Shayni
White, Becci Wilkinson, Rhiannon Adams
‘Believer’ (Solo): Siobhan
‘In the air’ cocoon dance-Kate and Rhiannon

Saturday 14th July 11am-12pm

One to one rehearsal with Shayni to catch up on
missed rehearsal

(Only Shayni required) at Shayni’s house
Thursday 19th July at 7pm-8.00pm

Dancers needed: Kate, Rhiannon, Shayni and Becci

Marina Ignarski’s house
Northcourt Farm

‘Stay’-Kate, Rhiannon, Becci
‘Raised by Humans’-Becci and Shayni
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Main Road
Shorwell
Isle of Wight
PO30 3JG
Tuesday 24th July To be confirmed

We will go through the two dances above with Shayni.

All dance cast and model

Siobhan McGovern, Kate Marie Wilkinson, Shayni
White, Becci Wilkinson, Rhiannon Adams, Elizabeth
Cartwright
Run through and practice the following:
‘Stay’: Kate, Rhiannon, Becci and Elizabeth (model)

Monday 30th July: To be confirmed via FB group

All dance cast

Siobhan McGovern, Kate Marie Wilkinson, Shayni
White, Becci Wilkinson, Rhiannon Adams,
Rehearsal plan:
Run through

•
•
•
•
•

Tuesday 31st July Southampton Solent University
9am-4pm
Dress rehearsal (meeting at 9 am at West Cowes
Red Jet passenger ferry)
Tickets paid for by me*

Southampton Solent address:
JM315

In the Air: Kate and Rhiannon
Stay: Kate, Rhiannon, Becci and Elizabeth
Raised by Humans: Shayni and Becci
Believer: Siobhan
Lean on (finale): All cast

Whole cast

Siobhan McGovern, Kate Marie Wilkinson, Shayni
White, Becci Wilkinson, Rhiannon Adams, Elizabeth
Cartwright, Lauren Bannon and band
Elizabeth Cartwright-Photoshoot at 10am with Juanrie
10am- rehearse and meet makeup artist.
2pm-dress rehearsal with Lauren Bannon
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East Park Terrace
Southampton
England
SO14 0YN
Thursday 2nd August 10am-8.00/8.30pm
Southampton Solent University
(meeting at 10 am at Red jet West Cowes passenger
ferry)
*Tickets paid for by me

Dancers: Bring a packed lunch/water or money for the
café at Southampton Solent University.

Whole cast and crew
Cast:

Siobhan McGovern, Kate Marie Wilkinson, Shayni
White, Becci Wilkinson, Rhiannon Adams, Elizabeth
Cartwright
Singer: Lauren Bannon & band
Sound engineer: Dan Finn
Lighting technician: Ian Luxford
Filmer: Olayinka Shonowo
Photographer: Juanrie Strydom
Makeup and hair stylist: Xenia Stankovska,
Makeup and hair stylist: Zoni Asif
Sound and lighting to set up from 11am
Makeup and hair from 11am

All cast ready to start at following times:
Technical run: 2pm
Performance: 7pm

Dancers: There will be a break for lunch and dinner.
Please bring a packed lunch/money. We will provide
snacks and drinks for cast and crew during the day.
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Addresses:
Ann Abe’s house (Dance Vibez)

Southampton Solent address:
JM315
East Park Terrace
Southampton
England
SO14 0YN
023 8201 3000
Marina Ignarski
Creative director
Mobile: 07985783537
Marina.ignarski@gmail.com
www.marinaignarski.co.uk
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Appendix 5: Email Correspondence
Micah Gates

Reply all|
Thu 4/19, 12:39 PM
Richard Brett;
Marina Ignarski
Inbox

Hi
150 people seated or all seats out or 200 standing.
As previously advised only students trained on the equipment are allowed to operate it Kerry Horton is
the best person to talk to but this period is fully booked with festivals so there will be minimal staff or
students available.
Regards
Micah
Micah Gates
Head of Technical Support and Specialist Facilities | Specialist Facilities
Southampton Solent University | East Park Terrace | Southampton SO14 0YN
T: 023 8201 3121 (ext. 3121) | E: micah.gates@solent.ac.uk W: solent.ac.uk

Disclaimer

Richard Brett

|
Thu 4/19, 9:03 AM

Hi Micah
Please could you have a look at the requests below
Best wishes
Richard

Hi Richard,
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Further to our meeting here are some questions I have.
1. How many people does the venue JM315 fit?
2. I am looking for sound, lighting and a cameraman who can film event on the 2nd August.
Looking ideally for students but staff too!
Any staff contacts would be great!
I will arrange a date in the next few months to do the fire marshal training, along with a friend.
Thank you!

Daniel Finn

|
Thu 4/19, 9:01 PM

Hi Marina,
Yes Steve has mentioned this I’m just working my calendar out and should be able to get back to by
Monday,
Regards
Dan Finn
Sent from my iPhone

MI
Marina Ignarski

|
Thu 4/19, 3:40 PM

Hi Daniel,
Your old tutor Steve Middleton recommended you to me. I am seeking a sound technitan (see
email attached) who knows JM315 inside out. Would you be interested in assisting me on a
Sustainable Fashion show which involves a band and models who perform a dance.
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Lauren Bannon who was on ITV's the voice has expressed interest to perform. I would like
lighting which compliments the clothes of which are made from peace silk and up-cycled
materials.
Please drop me an email should you like to collaborate.
All the best
Marina Ignarski
Masters student
Critical Creative Practice
Marina Ignarski

|
Tue 5/22, 12:09 PM
Hi Ian,
Great. Footage will hopefully be 5 minutes. I will let you know when I pop in and bring it on a
CD when it is complete.
Thanks.
IL
Ian Luxford

|
Tue 5/22, 9:40 AM
Hi,
Yes it would be useful prior to the event to bring in any footage you want to show, just to make
sure it works – it’s always a bit stressful to sort it on the day if it doesn’t work. It’ll will need to
be something that plays in quicktime, and preferably 1920*1080 video format if possible.
I will be in all summer, so whenever you are ready then just let me know and pop in.
Thanks
Ian.
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laurenbannonmusic@live.co.uk
sent you some files
6 files, 98.9 MB in total ・ Will be deleted on 20 June, 2018

Get your files

Download link
https://wetransfer.com/downloads/79a39d43620997cac0a2188d7dd1309e2
0180613161313/0419c17b9480a6dd083e579496f8f25620180613161313/22
8f56

6 files
Lauren Bannon - Beliver_LIVE_V1 (2).mp3
Lauren Bannon - Eden_mix1.wav
Lauren Bannon - Lean On_LIVE_V1 (1).mp3
Lauren Bannon - In The Air Stereo Band Mix [Show Arrangment] (1).wav
Lauren Bannon - Raised By Wolves_EOD2 (1).mp3
Lauren Bannon - Stay_LIVE_V1 (1).mp3

Jul
9
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Zoni Asif

Dear Marina,
I hope you are well and enjoying the lovely weather!
I have attached a document with some ideas for the fashion show in accordance to your
previous emails, (please excuse my bad drawing skills) with information and visuals supporting
your clothing designs. After consideration of ideas in relation your designs, I have split the 6
designs up into 3 different groups/looks. (Please note the numbering on the designs on the first
page of the document)
Back in June I also worked as a hair and make-up artist at the graduate fashion show at uni, and
so from that I learnt that catwalk hair and make-up should be simplistic somewhat and bold
with a link between all the designs, otherwise it is not so effective on the runway , so I carried
out some research into trends and styles, as well as the theme of the show and suggestions
from you, and then based my designs around that.
In terms of hair and make-up as it is going to be a fashion show on a specific theme, I think it
would be good to have some form of link in all of the hair and make-up designs with variations
in colour and style according to the outfits/looks. For the make-up I think blush draping would
look quite nice, and for the hair style (all except from one) a heart shape in the front of the hair
- you will be able to see this in the document. Let me know what you think of this link.
Let me know what you think of my ideas, perhaps it would be good to discuss them with you
over the phone sometime this week to get your suggestions on them too?
Also please let me know if any of the designs are not coming out visually clear, as I can send
them over again.
Looking forward to hear from you!
Best wishes,
Zoni

From: Marina Ignarski <marina.ignarski@gmail.com>
Sent: 31 May 2018 16:20
To: Zoni Asif
Subject: Pics
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Hi Zoni,
Find attached a recent university proposal of the project I am putting on. The sketches and
prints are within the essay if you scroll down
In the appendix 1 are the final designs to help you with the looks. There may be slight changes
to a few. For example, the red butterfly dress now has longer sleeves and a twist front. See pic
of toile in blue (it will still be printed in the red buttery print!)
The cocoon looks are 2nd in from right (white jacket), first in from left (moth print with bronze
jacket) and first in from right (long shawl in organza). Let's go for natural looks with the white
jacket, a bit more colour but still natural with the moth skirt look and little more pronounced
makeup with the shawl. Hair moth like and big for these with each one more evolved.

The third in from right is a long evening gown with laser cut butterflies/moths. This is sort of a
symbolism of life... butterflies coming to life.
How about big moth like hair with some plait to show the creature evolving. Makeup more
..with colours to suit dress.
The second in from the right(red butterfly dress) as discussed earlier should have wings nearly
hatched as a butterfly. Maybe more plaited structured Elizabethan/Georgian McQueen hair.
Bolder colour makeup with holographic skin.
The middle butterfly is the final butterfly/moth. Perhaps a butterfly clip with the red dress in
hair and plaited up a bit with a bit more structure.
Thinking flowing hair or Alexander McQueen esque /Georgian. Holographic skin, boldest
makeup.
Look forward to seeing your pics. Great to chat.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Marina Ignarski <3ignam88@solent.ac.uk>
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018
Subject: Fw: Thank you for emailing the Estates and Facilities Helpdesk your email has been
received
To: "Marina.ignarski@gmail.com" <Marina.ignarski@gmail.com>
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Marina Ignarski has shared a OneDrive for Business file with you. To view it, click the link below.
Cultural curation and consumption Essay_7th May.doc

Appendix 6: Document created by Zoni Asif after brief
Sustainable Fashion Show – Make-up and Hair design ideas

02-08-18, Solent University

*Designs numbered 1-6 in accordance to make-up and hair ideas
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(Extra style added since this drawing. Design 2 is available as a red dress with placement print
in addition so there are 7 designs. Same Makeup and hair applies. Please note, these designs
are just a rough idea. The designs have been altered slightly since. See further down.)
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Group 1 Make-up –
Cocoon looks (Designs 1, 5 & 6)

Natural/nude hued make-up
Matte skin with soft glow Blush draping (in natural moth tones hues–
orange/copper) Strong contour
Brushed out brows
Nude matte lips
Soft faux freckles

(Note: make-up for design 6 to be more profound than that of designs 1
and 5)
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Makeup-Designs 2 & 4

Blush draping (in pink/coral/yellow tones)

Bold make-up
Holographic skin brushed out brows
Strong contour
Coral /pink lips
r
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Group 1 & 2: Hair Design

For this hairstyle, there could be
2 variations, depending on what
you would prefer.
First is the one sketched out, so
a textured heart shape at the
front of the hair and then a
fishtail plait at the back,
incorporating all of the
remaining hair.
Alternatively, instead of the
fishtail
incorporating all of the
a
hair, we could leave some hair
flowing and down, but still with
a fishtail braid in the centre.
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Group 3: Make-up – Design

Boldest make-up
Holographic skin
Blush draping (in red pink tones)
Strong contour
Red lips
Brushed up brows
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Group 3: Hair Design
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Appendix 7: Dress rehearsal plan: 31st July 2018

Dancers need the following:
Kate Marie Wilkinson- Jazz shoes and pink ballet shoes
Becci Wilkinson- Pink ballet shoes and block ballet shoes and red heals for finale
Shayni White Black jazz shoes
Siobhan McGovern pink ballet shoes or black jazz shoes
Rhiannon Adams Black jazz shoes and pink ballet shoes
Elizabeth Cartwright High heals for your catwalk modelling
*Dancers: Bring a packed lunch/water or money for the café at Southampton Solent University.

Plan:
9.00am: Meet at West Cowes red jet Ferry
9.15 am: Cowes Red Jet departs from West Cowes to Southampton
9.45 am: Arrive at Solent University around 9.45am. Meet Elizabeth and Xenia in the Spark.
10.00 am: Elizabeth and Becci photoshoot in HC010. Meet Juanarie the photographer.
10.00 am: Hair and makeup by Xenia for Becci and Elizabeth (starting with Becci).
10.10 am: Rehearse ‘Stay’ with Elizabeth to fill her in on her moves
10.30 am: Elizabeth to have hair and makeup done.
10.30 am: All dancers to try on clothes and adjust as needed. (Elizabeth and Becci commence their shoot
in this time.)
Rehearse show in Studio 1 in order of appearance:

1. ‘Eden’ -(fashion film featuring Siobhan)
2. In the Air: Kate and Rhiannon
3. Stay: Kate, Rhiannon, Becci and Elizabeth
4. Raised by Wolves: Shayni and Becci
5. Believer: Siobhan
6. Lean on (finale): All cast
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12.30-1.30pm: Lunch break
1.55 pm Meet in Southampton Spark reception.
2pm JM315 rehearsal with Lauren Bannon and chance to dance on stage. All cast needed.

3pm: Finish
3.45pm: ferry home to Isle of Wight for Island dancers.
4.10/4.15: Arrive in East Cowes Red Jet West Cowes ferry terminal

Emergency contact:
Marina mobile: 07985783537
Marina.ignarski@gmail.com
https://www.redfunnel.co.uk/en/
Southampton Solent address:
JM315
East Park Terrace
Southampton
England
SO14 0YN
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Appendix 8: Plan of Action 2nd August 2018

Cast:
Dancers and models: Siobhan McGovern, Kate Marie Wilkinson, Shayni White, Becci Wilkinson, Rhiannon
Adams, Elizabeth Cartwright
Singer: Lauren Bannon & band

Performance order:
Sung by Lauren Bannon & band
1. ‘Eden’ -(fashion film featuring Siobhan)
2. In the Air: Kate and Rhiannon
3. Stay: Kate, Rhiannon, Becci and Elizabeth
4. Raised by Wolves: Shayni and Becci
5. Believer: Siobhan
6. Lean on (finale): All cast

Crew:
Sound engineer: Dan Finn
Lighting technician: Ian Luxford
Filmer: Olayinka Shonowo
Photographer: Juanrie Strydom

Makeup and hair stylist: Xenia Stankovska,
Makeup and hair stylist: Zoni Asif

All cast ready to start at following times:

Technical run: 2pm
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Performance:
Meet in JM315 for 5.30pm ready to start at 7pm

There will be a break for lunch and dinner. Please bring a packed lunch/money. We will provide snacks and
drinks for cast and crew during the day.
Dancers/models; All garments will be labeled in clothes bags so look out for your outfit and keep in order of
appearance on clothes rail.
Makeup artist team will be on hand backstage to assist with touch ups as well as Marina to help any quick
changes (Becci).

10 am: Dancers meet at Red Jet, West Cowes for 10.45 ferry to Southampton
11-11.30am Dan Finn arrives to check room for sound. Ian Luxford, tutor on hand.
11.30am: Dancers and Marina arrive in JM315 at Southampton Solent University
11.30am Makeup artist team arrives (Zoni Asif , Xenia Stankovska and others). Lauren Bannon also
arrives.
11.30pm onwards: Hair by Zoni, Xenia and their team
11. 45am Marina to brief all collaborators with fire exit information and plan of action.
1pm-1.30pm: Lunch break (if time otherwise cast and crew to go as and when needed)
2pm: Technical run with Ian Luxford (lighting) and Dan (sound).
*Mike Osborne to take some group shots for County Press paper.
3pm-5pm Makeup for models including Lauren Bannon
5-5.30 pm Break for dinner/snack
5.30pm Back ready for models to get dressed
6pm: All models backstage and any touch ups for makeup and hair
6pm: Sound testing equipment ahead of show
7pm: Show commences. Juanrie Stydom to take photographs during show and Olayinka Shonowo to
film event.
7.30pm end of show
7.30-8pm Packing up
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Useful contacts:
Southampton Solent University
JM315
East Park Terrace
Southampton
England
SO14 0YN
023 8201 3000
Marina Ignarski
Creative director
Mobile: 07985783537
Marina.ignarski@gmail.com
www.marinaignarski.co.uk
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Appendix 9: Technical package for technical crew

Collaborators:
Singer: Lauren Bannon (professional singer and student)
Choreographer Ann Abe (dance teacher and professional dancer)
Dancers/models: Shaynice White
Rhiannon Adams
Kate Wilkinson
Elizabeth Cartwright
Becci Wilkinson
Siobhan McGovern
Camera: Olayinka Shonowo
Camera: Mike Osborne
Camera (stills): Juanrie Strydom
Sound technician: Daniel Finn (graduate student)
Lighting technician: Ian Luxford
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8a Flyer designed by myself

8b Stage design

90

Show set up: Visuals on screen of fashion film and sound effects of nature calls and sewing
machine
As audience enter. See example. Subject to slight changes on day.
Ian Luxford, Dan Finn, Marina Ignarski and assistant Mike Osborne

8c Projection images at start of show

8d Preliminary stage sketch
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nd

Line up for show: August 2 2018
1. Lauren Bannon-Eden
2. Lauren Bannon-In the Air
3. Lauren Bannon-Stay
4. Lauren Bannon-Raised by Humans
5. Lauren Bannon- Believer
6. Lauren Bannon-Lean on (finale)
1.Lauren Bannon - Eden
Fashion film 3.46 played behind models on screen or projected onto
backdrop to ‘Eden’ sung by Lauren Bannon & band
Lighting: blue
Sound: Loud
2. Lauren Bannon-In the Air
Spinning cocoon dance (with visuals behind)
st

1 dancer: (kimono and leggings and dance shoes)
nd

2 dancer Rhiannon: (wearing cocoon, jacket skirt and dance shoes)
Dancers leave stage
Lighting: Spot lights/yellow lighting on cocoon dancers
Sound: loud
3. Lauren Bannon-Stay
Hatching cocoon dance
st

1 dancer: Kate
nd

rd

Joined by 2 and 3 dancers Rhiannon and Becci
Joined by Elizabeth wearing couture gown with butterfly and moths
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8e Stage set up for Stay

4. Lauren Bannon-Raised by Humans
Butterfly emergence dance
Dancers: Shayni and Rhiannon (wearing red dresses)
Background visuals on screen: red patterns, fire.
Lighting: red
Or a combination of red and white. Possible red and green lasers?
Sound: Loud
5. Lauren Bannon- Believer
The butterfly song
Lauren Bannon to sing and Siobhan to come through from 0.54 on song.
Solo: ballet/contemporary dance
Lighting: yellow/orange
Sound: Loud
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6. Lauren Bannon-Lean on (Finale)
Visuals behind stage
Models walk in at 2:11 in heals to finale. Walk back and line up at back. Free style dance here or some
models walking and some dancing down catwalk

9f From left to right: Rhiannon, Shayni, Siobhan, Elizabeth, Becci, Kate
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Appendix 10: Final illustrations

10a Full line up of collection
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Appendix 11: Press release

11 a Press released designed by myself
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11b Credits designed by myself
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Appendix 12: Toiling and development of collection

12a Toiling using a bed sheet

12b Calico toile of twist gown

12c Callico back view of twist gown

12d organza toile of kimono shawl
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12e Cailico toile development of jacket

12g Calico toile jacket

12f Bed sheet toile of jacket and skirt

12h Toile twist top
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12i Toile dress which didn’t make it

12j Bias dress toile

12k Unpicking charity shop jackets
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12l Layout for skirt

12n Dying fabric sampling

12m Interfacing and lining of jacket

12o Puff sleeves and collar of wild silk jacket
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12p Turmeric dyed lining

12r Green peace silk lining

12q upcycled linen jacket and lining

12s Wild silk jacket with peace silk lining
102

12t Up-cycled bias dress which was not used in show
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Appendix 13: Fabric swatches

13a Fabric swatches of final prints and linings
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13b Placement butterfly wing print
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13c Placement print used in opening and on a dress

13d Placement print on organic cotton
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13e Digital print files
107

13f Digital print experimentation

108

13g Different company swatch packs: Majestic Textiles, Seidentraum and ‘Cocccon’
109

13h Laser cut butterflies
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Appendix 14: Illustrations

14a Rough discarded designs
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Appendix 15: Fashion film stills

15a. Fashion film screen shot of blue kimono before editing
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15b Fashion film screen shot of blue kimono before editing
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15c Fashion film screen shot of blue kimono before editing

15d Flyer showing blue screen technology on kimono
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15e Still from fashion film showing blue screen technology

15f Fashion film still shot
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15g Still shots of flowers blooming

15h Bamboo imagery using blue screen technology
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15i Butterfly still shot image from fashion film

15j Butterfly still shot from fashion film
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]
15k Green screen Still shot used in Fashion Show opening

15l Green screen Still shot used in Fashion Show opening
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Appendix 16: Press photo
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Appendix 17: Model Release forms

15a Rebecca Wilkinson, 18

120

15b Siobhan McGovern, 26

121

15c Katie Wilkinson, 16

122

15d Elizabeth Cartwright, 17

123

15e Shaynice,17

124

15f Rhiannon Adams, 18
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Appendix 18: Rehearsal videos
In the Air:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_Bn2PFK_ztcWNIbIUjjz3OFGIxXlHhcJ/view

Stay:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PKj5i2eh7lhzqUFvBBvoa-Cm0AVinb93/view?usp=sharing

Raised by Wolves:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10E7FXZuCARsTtyyt3Kjy4kcTU_wNe7Gf/view?usp=sharing

Believer:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FK55caXsqJUZVnGMbrziuMD8UZc_lYOZ/view?usp=sharing

Lauren Bannon rehearsal:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14vqxSaICXbk2CG3jne3Hy5GlPihi59tY/view?usp=sharing
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Appendix 20: Risk Assessment

127

Appendix 20: Fashioned From Nature, V&A Photographs

20a Coral dress, Zac Posen, 2018

20b Russian Collection evening gown by
Jean Paul Gautier

20c Plato’s Atlantis, Alexander McQueen
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Appendix 21: Instagram shots

19a and 19b Lauren Bannon Instagram music page

19c My instagram page
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Appendix 22: Flow Chart
This flow chart is necessarily an overview, as the sequences overlapped.
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Appendix 22: Videos
long version of the show:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1bUM0DlMQk&t=211s

Live stream link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7i37ixl56qE

Fashion film with lyrics:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5PXdxBn3DY&list=UUz5e9tDKzHcJgiURxa-K6ww&index=2
(permission granted from Lauren Bannon)
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